
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Introduction: Advocate Aurora was facing a challenge: the number of hospital stays 
and ED visits for chronic disease patients was increasing, causing financial strain on 
the hospital and negatively impacting patient outcomes. However, after 
implementing VitalTech's remote patient monitoring solution, Advocate Aurora saw 
a significant decrease in hospital stays and ED visits, resulting in cost avoidance of 
over $2.4 million. 

Background: Before partnering with VitalTech, Advocate Aurora was struggling to 
manage the care of its chronic disease patients. With a high volume of hospital stays 
and ED visits, the hospital was facing significant financial strain. The hospital 
recognized that a new approach was needed to effectively manage chronic disease 
patients and improve outcomes. 

The patient population in this case study was from a lower socio-economic 
population, which means that many of the patients were facing financial barriers to 
healthcare access and treatment. As a result, they were more likely to delay seeking 
medical attention or rely on emergency department visits for healthcare needs. 

The use of VitalTech's remote patient monitoring technology helped to address 
some of these challenges by providing patients with more convenient and 
accessible options for receiving care. This allowed patients to better manage their 
chronic conditions and avoid costly hospitalizations, ultimately resulting in 
significant cost savings for the hospital and improved health outcomes for the 
patients. 

By focusing on improving health outcomes for underserved populations, VitalTech is 
helping to address health disparities and improve access to care for all patients, 
regardless of their socio-economic status.  

How VitalTech Helped Advocate Aurora Save Over 

$2.4 Million in Cost Avoidance While Reducing 

Hospital Stays and ED Visits 



Solution: VitalTech's remote patient monitoring solution was implemented to help 
Advocate Aurora manage chronic disease patients more effectively. With VitalTech's 
solution, patients were equipped with easy-to-use technology to track vital signs and 
symptoms. The data was collected in real-time, allowing physicians and care teams 
to monitor patients' health status remotely and intervene when necessary.  

Results: After implementing VitalTech's remote patient monitoring solution, 
Advocate Aurora saw a significant decrease in hospital stays and ED visits for chronic 
disease patients. Specifically, there was a 74% reduction in hospital stays, a 63% 
decrease in ED visits, and an 85% reduction in length of hospital stays. These 
outcomes resulted in cost avoidance of over $2.4 million for the hospital. 

 

 

 

 
Conclusion: VitalTech's remote patient monitoring solution has helped Advocate 
Aurora effectively manage chronic disease patients, resulting in significant cost 
avoidance and improved patient outcomes. The solution has enabled the hospital to 
provide high-quality care to its patients while also reducing the financial burden on 
the institution. 

The results presented in the case study were from the initial 6 months of 
implementation of the VitalCare remote patient monitoring platform. Since then, 
Advocate Aurora has continued to use the platform and has seen maintained 
improvements and outcomes. 

                               

                                  

      
         

                                                                                              

                                     
                                         
                  

                          
                             
                                       

                                
                                          
               

  

   

  

   

    

         

                

                    

                   

                                            

                                         



These outcomes have not only improved patient health but have also resulted in 
substantial cost savings for the hospital. 

Advocate Aurora has also reported positive feedback from both patients and 
providers regarding the use of VitalCare. Patients have reported feeling more 
connected to their care team and more confident in managing their chronic 
conditions, while providers have noted the platform's ease of use and its ability to 
identify potential health issues early, leading to proactive interventions and better 
patient outcomes. 

Overall, the initial 6 months of implementation provided strong evidence of the 
value of the VitalCare platform for improving patient outcomes and reducing 
healthcare costs. The continued success of the platform in subsequent months and 
years further supports its efficacy and potential for transforming healthcare delivery 
for patients with chronic conditions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For more information about how VitalTech can help your organization achieve improved patient 
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Benefits of VitalTech 
 
Improves 
Patient Outcomes 
 
Improves Costs 
of Health Care 
 
Increases 
Health Equity 
 
Increases Length 
of Healthy Living 
 
Improves 
Quality of Life 

VitalTech Keeps Patients Connected 
 
VitalCare is the first completely integrated virtual 
care delivery platform that enables all aspects in 
the transformation of virtual care. 
 
     C   ’      -to-use, comfortable and convenient 
remote patient monitoring solution makes managing 
chronic conditions simple. 
 
Provides alerts to notify the care team when 
established thresholds are breached and allows 
for immediate follow-up action. 
 
Care teams can utilize VitalTech Insights to create 
custom dashboards and analyses of patient trends and 
utilize VitalTech Care+ for automation of specific 
patient groups. 
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